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continuous delivery sounds great
but it won’t work here
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what is continuous delivery?

The ability to get changes—features, configuration changes, bug 
fixes, experiments—into production or into the hands of users 
safely and quickly in a sustainable way. 



time to restore service 

lead time for changes 

release frequency 

change fail rate 

it performance

http://bit.ly/2014-devops-report

http://bit.ly/2014-devops-report
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direct intellectual forebears
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unix?

1. Make each program do one thing well. To do a new job, build afresh rather than complicate old 
programs by adding new “features”. 

2. Expect the output of every program to become the input to another, as yet unknown, program. 
Don't clutter output with extraneous information. Avoid stringently columnar or binary input 
formats. Don't insist on interactive input. 

3. Design and build software, even operating systems, to be tried early, ideally within weeks. Don't 
hesitate to throw away the clumsy parts and rebuild them. 

4. Use tools in preference to unskilled help to lighten a programming task, even if you have to detour 
to build the tools and expect to throw some of them out after you've finished using them.

Doug McIlroy, E. N. Pinson, B. A. Tague (8 July 1978). "Unix Time-Sharing System Forward". The Bell System Technical Journal. Bell Laboratories. pp. 1902–1903.
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it won’t work here because…

Stated reasons 

• We're regulated  

• We’re not building websites  

• Too much legacy  

• Our people are too stupid 

Actual reasons 

• Our culture sucks 

• Our architecture sucks 
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part the first

“we’re regulated”



Jon Jenkins, “Velocity Culture, The Unmet Challenge in Ops” | http://bit.ly/1vJo1Ya

http://bit.ly/1vJo1Ya
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deployment pipeline
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compliance

https://18f.gsa.gov/2017/02/02/cloud-gov-is-now-fedramp-authorized/
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part the second

“we’re not building websites”



hp laserjet firmware
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hp laserjet firmware

2008

~5% - innovation capacity

15% - manual testing

25% - product support

25% - porting code

20% - detailed planning

10% - code integration

Costs

Full manual regression: 6 wks

Builds / day: 1-2

Commit to trunk: 1 week

Cycle times
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futuresmart rearchitecture



implement continuous integration 

reduce hardware variation 

create a single package 

create a simulator 

implement comprehensive test automation 

futuresmart rearchitecture



deployment pipeline
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15% - manual testing

25% - current product support

25% - porting code

20% - detailed planning

10% - code integration

2008

~40% - innovation

5% - most testing automated

10% - current product support

15% - one main branch

5% - agile planning

2% - continuous integration

2011



hp laserjet firmware

~5% - innovation

15% - manual testing

25% - current product support

25% - porting code

20% - detailed planning

10% - code integration

2008

~40% - innovation

5% - most testing automated

10% - current product support

15% - one main branch

5% - agile planning

2% - continuous integration

2011

The remaining 23% on RHS is spent on managing automated tests.



the economics

2008 to 2011 

• overall development costs reduced by ~40% 

• programs under development increased by ~140% 

• development costs per program down 78% 

• resources now driving innovation increased by 8X

A Practical Approach to Large-Scale Agile Development (Addison-Wesley) Gruver, Young, Fulghum 
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part the third

“too much legacy”







http://www.flickr.com/photos/trustedsource/6132507962/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/trustedsource/6132507962/
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strangler application
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architectural outcomes: can my team…

 …make large-scale changes to the design of its system without the permission of 
somebody outside the team or depending on other teams? 

 …complete its work without needing fine-grained communication and coordination 
with people outside the team? 

 …deploy and release its product or service on demand, independently of other 
services the product or service depends upon? 

 …do most of its testing on demand, without requiring an integrated test 
environment? 

 …perform deployments during normal business hours with negligible downtime?

http://bit.ly/2017-devops-report | https://devops-research.com/research.html

http://bit.ly/2017-devops-report
https://devops-research.com/research.html
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part the fourth

“our people are too stupid”



the production line

http://www.flickr.com/photos/toyotauk/4711057997/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/toyotauk/4711057997/


changing culture
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http://www.thisamericanlife.org/radio-archives/episode/403/nummi
http://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/how-to-change-a-culture-lessons-from-nummi/


changing culture

http://www.thisamericanlife.org/radio-archives/episode/403/nummi
http://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/how-to-change-a-culture-lessons-from-nummi/

“What my NUMMI experience 
taught me that was so powerful 
was that the way to change 
culture is not to first change how 
people think, but instead to start 
by changing how people behave
—what they do…” 

—John Shook

http://www.thisamericanlife.org/radio-archives/episode/403/nummi
http://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/how-to-change-a-culture-lessons-from-nummi/


methodologies

Certainly the thieves may be able to follow the design plans and produce 
a loom. But we are modifying and improving our looms every day. So by 
the time the thieves have produced a loom from the plans they stole, we 
will have already advanced well beyond that point. 

And because they do not have the expertise gained from the failures it took to 
produce the original, they will waste a great deal more time than us as 
they move to improve their loom. We need not be concerned about what 
happened. We need only continue as always, making our improvements.

Kiichiro Toyoda, quoted in Toyota Kata, p40 (Rother)



TOYODA AUTOMATIC 
LOOM TYPE G

31
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TOYODA AUTOMATIC 
LOOM TYPE G

31

“Since the loom stopped when a 
problem arose, no defective 
products were produced. This 
meant that a single operator could 
be put in charge of numerous 
looms, resulting in a tremendous 
improvement in productivity.”

http://www.toyota-global.com/company/vision_philosophy/toyota_production_system/jidoka.html

http://www.toyota-global.com/company/vision_philosophy/toyota_production_system/jidoka.html


http://bit.ly/2016-devops-report | https://devops-research.com/research.html

http://bit.ly/2016-devops-report
https://devops-research.com/research.html


Kaizen [improvement] opportunities 
are infinite. Don’t think you have made 
things better than before and be at 
ease… This would be like the student 
who becomes proud because they 
bested their master two times out of 
three in fencing. Once you pick up the 
sprouts of kaizen ideas, it is important 
to have the attitude in our daily work 
that just underneath one kaizen idea is 
yet another one. 

—Taiichi Ohno  



Jesse Robbins, “Master of Disaster” @ Amazon| @jesserobbins

“don’t fight stupid… 
make more awesome” 
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bonus material

on Damore’s manifestbro
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key claim

“…the distribution of preferences and abilities of men and 
women differ in part due to biological causes and that these 
differences may explain why we don’t see equal representation 
of women in tech and leadership.”

James Damore | http://bit.ly/2wFChdb

http://bit.ly/2wFChdb
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the bell curve

James Damore | http://bit.ly/2wFChdb

http://bit.ly/2wFChdb
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the actual bell curve (for math)

Terri Oda, http://bit.ly/2vLkYKt also http://www.pnas.org/content/109/41/16474.abstract

http://bit.ly/2vLkYKt
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damore’s guide to female personality traits

empathizing vs systematizing 

higher agreeableness 

higher neuroticism 

less status seeking

James Damore | http://bit.ly/2wFChdb

http://bit.ly/2wFChdb
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insufficient explanatory power

“But it is not clear to me how such sex differences are relevant to 
the Google workplace. And even if sex differences in negative 
emotionality were relevant to occupational performance (e.g., 
not being able to handle stressful assignments), the size of these 
negative emotion sex differences is not very large (typically, 
ranging between “small” to “moderate” in statistical effect size 
terminology; accounting for less than 10% of the variance)”

Professor David P Schmitt | http://bit.ly/2uEy5ZL

http://bit.ly/2uEy5ZL


which hypothesis correlates with % women?

http://bit.ly/2uEzvDx | Sarah-Jane Leslie et al 
“Expectations of brilliance underlie gender distributions across academic disciplines” 

http://bit.ly/2uEzvDx


which hypothesis correlates with % women?

http://bit.ly/2uEzvDx | Sarah-Jane Leslie et al 
“Expectations of brilliance underlie gender distributions across academic disciplines” 

http://bit.ly/2uEzvDx


unconscious bias

“Science faculty’s subtle gender biases favor male students”, Moss-Racusin et al| http://bit.ly/2wrzVza

http://bit.ly/2wrzVza


U.S. Army Photo



“If it's a good idea, 
go ahead and do it. 
It is much easier to 
apologize than it is 
to get permission.” 

—Rear Admiral Grace Hopper, 
USN, 1906-1992



NASA



Margaret Hamilton (Director, Software 
Engineering Division, MIT Instrumentation 
Laboratory) in 1969 with the source code 
for the Apollo 11 Guidance Computer 

http://bit.ly/2ciNWcY

http://bit.ly/2ciNWcY


http://n.pr/2vMJWtQ



marketing of personal computers to boys in the 80’s 

programming was considered “clerical work” - low status, badly paid 

discovered to be hard, became a male-stereotype activity like math 

stereotype that women and PoC are less competent 

pervasive belief that innate ability or brilliance is required to succeed 

what happened?

history: http://stanford.io/2unppYg | PC marketing: http://n.pr/2vMJWtQ 
stereotypes: http://bit.ly/2wrzVza | impact of gender ratio on salaries: http://bit.ly/2wFHzW9

http://stanford.io/2unppYg
http://n.pr/2vMJWtQ
http://bit.ly/2wrzVza
http://bit.ly/2wFHzW9


diverse teams deliver better results (http://bit.ly/2vLI3g1) 

tech jobs are highly paid and high impact  

hard to hire people? you’re missing out on >50% of the workforce 

sick of working with all dudes all the time 

women entrepreneurs deliver a higher ROI 

why should i care?



measure salaries by role and correct for gender / racial imbalance 

stop perpetuating the innate ability / 10x developer myth 

create an inclusive environment and don’t tolerate intolerance 

check recruiting & performance reviews for bias 

monitor tenure, progression and job satisfaction by gender and race 

what can i do?



things I don’t have time to talk about
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should Damore have been fired? 

yes (http://bit.ly/2unM2Aa)

things I don’t have time to talk about

http://bit.ly/2unM2Aa


does Damore have a case for unfair dismissal? 

should Damore have been fired? 

yes (http://bit.ly/2unM2Aa)

things I don’t have time to talk about

http://bit.ly/2unM2Aa


does Damore have a case for unfair dismissal? 

should Damore have been fired? 

yes (http://bit.ly/2unM2Aa)

very unlikely (http://read.bi/2uEcq43) 

things I don’t have time to talk about

http://bit.ly/2unM2Aa
http://read.bi/2uEcq43
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thanks

Bridget Kromhout @bridgetkromhout | Nicole Forsgren @nicolefv | 
Erica Baker @EricaJoy | Leigh Honeywell @hypatiadotca | Sue 
Gardner @SuePGardner | Randi Lee Harper @randileeharper | 
Shanley Kane @shanley | Marco Rogers @Polotek | Faruk Ateş 
@kurafire | Marie Hicks @histoftech | Cat Swetel @catswetel | Soo 
Choi @soosiechoi| Ashe Dryden @ashedryden | Cate Huston 
@catehstn | Alice Goldfuss @alicegoldfuss | AnnaLee Flower Horne 
@annalee | Yonatan Zunger @yonatanzunger
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further reading

Why Women Leave Tech: http://bit.ly/2vgMP4I 

The Geek Feminism wiki: http://bit.ly/2unBn8t

http://bit.ly/2vgMP4I
http://bit.ly/2unBn8t


thank you!

© 2017 Jez Humble

To receive the following: 
• A copy of this presentation 
• A 100 page excerpt from Lean Enterprise 
• An excerpt from the DevOps Handbook 
• A 20m preview of my Continuous Delivery video workshop 
• Discount code for CD video + interviews with Eric Ries & more  

  
Just pick up your phone and send an email 

To: jezhumble@sendyourslides.com 
Subject: devops

continuous delivery sounds great

mailto:jezhumble@sendyourslides.com

